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The catecholaminestoring
particles
of the adrenal
medulla can be obtained
on a large scale in a highly
purified
form, relatively
free from mitochondria
and
lysosomes,
by a simple centrffugation
procedure.
rhe SC/@ indicates
that this paper has been cited
in more than 375 publications.]
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Lots of Pure Pink
Chromaffin Granules
University

A. David Smith
Department
of Pharmacology
Oxford OX1 3QT, England
and
Hans Winkler
Institute of Pharmacology
University
of Innsbruck
A-6920, Austria

The project
Hugh Blaschko
set me (A.D.
Smith) for my D. Phil. research was to characterize the soluble protein of adrenal chromaffin granules
that was thought
to bind the
catecholamines.
After a frustrating
first year,
during which I convinced
myself that the protein did not significantly
bind the amines,
Hans Wlnkierjoined
me from Innsbruck.
Since
both of us were going to work on the chromaffin granule, we would have competed
for the
single swinging-bucket
ultracentrifuge
rotor.
Instead,
we decided to collaborate
and devised a much simpler procedure
that did not
Involve making up sucrose density gradients
(done manually then): The large granule fraction from adrenal medulla was layered on to
1.6 M sucrose in a centrifuge
tube for the angle
rotor.The
bright pinksedlmentcontained
quite
pure chromaffin
granules:
the mitochondria
floated
on the top of the dense sucrose
in
which the lysosomes
were suspended.
When we discussed
publishing
the method,
our supervisor
remarked:
“You are publishing.
too many papers.”
Nevertheless,
we kept this
report separate
from the accompanying
paper’ on the proteins that we were later to call

:hromogranins,*
and it seems that we were
right. Incidentally,
we gave copies of the two
manuscrlptspriortosubmissiontoBlll
Paton,
head of the Department
of Pharmacology,
on
a Friday for him to read: The following
Monday
he returned
them, something
today’s department heads rarely achieve.
We used the method to analyze the chemical composition
of chromaffin
granules
(reviewed in another
Citation C/ass@)
that allowed us to demonstrate
that the secretion of
catecholaminesandproteinsfromtheadrenal
medulla occurred
quantitatively
by exocytosis.4 It was then shown that noradrenaline
is
secreted together
with chromogranin
A and
dopamine
6-hydroxylase
from sympathetic
nerves by exocytosis5
Others used the procedure to study the processing
of neuropep
tides such as enkephalin.
We are pleased that
the method
has proved
so useful to other
workers.
Perhaps the choice of adjectives
in
the title has had something
to do with the
success of this paper: It is only human to be
attracted
by the words “simple”
and “large
scale.”
The ability to study the chemical compositlon of a secretory
organelle gave the impetus
for much of our subsequent
work. Examples
include findlng a soluble secretory
form of
acetylchollnesterase
in the adrenal medulla
and in the brain, its application
tothe antenatal
diagnosis
of spina bifida,6 and, possibly,
its
application
to the antemortem
dlagnosis
of
Alzheimer’s
disease.’
I (Smith) was awarded
the Seventh
Gaddum
Memorial
prize by the
British Pharmacological
Society in 1979 for
work on the mechanism
of secretion
of catecholamines,
and Winkler was awarded
the
Fritz Kijlr prize in 1970. We were each fortunate to succeed to the chair of pharmacology
In our respective
universities,
and we anticipate a happy reunion
after nearly 30 years
when Winkler returns to Oxford as the Newton-Abraham
vlsitlng
professor
in 1993 with
Hugh Blaschko in the audience for the lectures.
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